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programs in all Juneau ele- Jumbo Gym, Juneau’s Holiday
mentary and middle schools. Village, cash donations, gifts
In 2015 we opened our newly for kids and families, gift
constructed supportive transi- cards, Santa, donations of
tional housing, and soon we’ll pizza, of sheets and blankets
have an Alaska Legal Ser- and pillows, of your time, and
vices attorney based at of your financial donations.
Earlier this fall I experienced it
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with Treadwell Arena, Alaska
And we’ve got a long way to NOW and Steven and Hans;
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women and children can walk Frugal Fashion. I see it in JPD
into their homes and down the championing Juneau’s Year of
street
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wanting to dance, so hiring a
band to celebrate AWARE’s
40th birthday on January 28. I
see it in the brilliant thinking of
AWARE staff, working to untangle complex situations and
not simply classify them as
right/wrong or good/bad. I see
it in the struggles of the people we serve, trying their best
to move forward despite barriers and obstacles that might
cause the strongest of us to
turn around. Juneau, we are in
a process of change, as a
culture and as individuals.
And now we have distinct opportunities to act. AWARE is
facilitating a March for Women
on January 21, and the following week, our birthday dance
party. Our 21st Women of
Distinction Gala is scheduled
for March 4 at Centennial Hall;
we are proud to honor Andrea
Cesar, Sioux Douglas, Kris
Sell, and Rena Sims, an awesome foursome. Throughout
our 40th year we are planning
events and opportunities for
you to participate in whatever
way works for you. We welcome you. We thank you. We
couldn’t do it without you!
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Juneau’s Pathways to Prevent Violence

Juneau’s Pathway’s
Vision:
Community members
of all ages are
involved in healthy
relationships,
promoting protective
factors and reducing
the risk factors of
Intimate Partner
Violence and
Sexual Assault.
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The Juneau Violence Prevention Coalition (JVPC) greets
2017 with ignited hope and a
deepened commitment to our
work. We have embarked
upon a process of reflecting
on our values
more deeply
and exploring
what happens
in our lives
when we do
and do not
live in accordance with our
values. Coalition members
shared the process of noticing
how
their
bodies,
thoughts, and emotions all
flair off when they are not
living their values, allowing
them an open door back into
themselves and the choice to
breath, reflect and realign
their behaviors. They also
shared the vulnerability and
strength it takes to show up
as their authentic selves and
try to live in accordance with
their values.
They talked
about how being brave is not
the absence of fear but instead the willingness to be
afraid and to try anyways.
This is good hard work and
we are inviting you to join us
in trying your best to live in
alignment with your values.
When coalition members
were asked to share in 6
words why they continue to
do this (JVPC) work they said
many powerful things: here
are a few examples; "equity is
an unmet need, needed,” no
one should live in fear,” when
one suffers, we all suffer,”
stories told, truth reveled,
healing begun,” "oppression
thrives on our collective silence,” "one planet, we all
belong here", we're too important to ignore suffering,”
oppression and inequity hurt
human beings", "nobody is
more important than another,”
"everyone deserves to share
their story,” "so much hurt, so
much healing,” "public places
not inclusive perpetuate privi-

lege,” "no one should live in
fear,” "this world desperately
needs positive change.”
This year we are announcing to
the community that we won't
give up hope, we
are thriving, and
rising strong. We
are dedicated the
vision of a liberated and empowered community
where all people
are
able
to
experience
healthy and equitable relationships and live in a
just society free from sexism,
racism, and violence. In 2017
we are offering more ways to
be engaged and partner with
us in making this vision a reality. Our coalition has a number
of sub-committees that are
moving this important work
forward and you are welcome
to partner in any way that
moves you. Join JVPC. Or
donate.
Or volunteer at
AWARE with women and
children in crisis. Or live in-line
with your values. Or any combination of the above!
The Engaging Boys and Men
Sub-committee
has
just
completed a Community Readiness Assessment to better
understand the landscape and
potential for engaging men as
leaders in preventing violence
in Juneau.
They have
launched a new program for
ALL men to join and deepen
their understanding of sexism,
patriarchy,
and
violence
against women.
They are
beginning
another
season
of
Boys
Run
I
toowú
klatseen and are looking for
male coaches to be mentor,
guide and companion to 3-5th
grade boys. They are in the
middle of a Coaching Boys into
Men season with over 150
boys exploring how to untangle
gender inequity with their
sports teams. AWARE and the
Engaging Boys and Men SubCommittee is inviting you to
partner with us as we offer

more opportunities for men to
take leadership in ending
violence against women and
children.
The Youth Engagement and
Well-being Sub-Committee has
merged with a sub-committee
from the Juneau Suicide Prevention Coalition to strengthen
their force and impact. They
are doing a lot for teens in
Juneau, offering leadership
programs to youth through
Sources of Strength, Juneau
Teen Council, and Leadon! for
Peace and Equality. They are
organizing Be the Change- a
youth conference for teens to
interrupt oppression and develop leadership skills taking
place March 13th. They are
working with a Health Education Committee, a trauma informed schools group, and
they are thinking deeply about
how to best support and serve
Juneau's teens. They have
partnered to launch the new
Teen Talk Tuesdays at the
Zach Gordon Youth Center to
create more safe spaces for
teens to talk with other teens
about key important issues in
their lives. They have also
hired a new teen intern, Elissa
Koyuk, to help inform, guide
and support youth programing.
The Girls on the Run Steering
Committee and 5K Committees continue to envision a
world where every girl activates her limitless potential to
boldly pursue her dreams.
They are working tirelessly to
spread GOTR across the state
and ensure the program is
available for every girl who
wants to participate! They are
regularly seeking Solemates
(adults who want to train for an
athletic event and raise funds
for GOTR) and Coaches to
mentor, guide and connect
with AMAZING girls in our
community. The season is just
around the corner! Continued
on next page.
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Be There for Someone, Be a HEART:
Hospital Emergency Advocacy Response Team!
There are moments in our life
when we are held in the security
of someone who cares. It is simple and life-saving. This is
HEART’s mission.
HEART is a team of trained advocates who respond 24/7 to
Bartlett
Regional
Hospital’s
Emergency Room in support of
victims of sexual assault and/or
domestic violence. This is where
we can show up for healing and
justice.
HEART offers compassionate
and CONFIDENTIAL listening

and each HEART member is
trained in trauma-informed
services, safety planning, and
community resources.
HEART Advocates participate
in AWARE’s 40-hour Advocacy Training (March/April) followed by a morning HEART
Workshop.
Additionally
HEART meets for 2-hour
monthly trainings and debriefings. Team members sign up
for paid on-call shifts of seven
days, from 4 pm – 8 am on
weekdays and around the

clock on weekends. Week-long
shifts are scheduled monthly.
To be an AWARE HEART is a
commitment to maintaining a
healthy resiliency; emotionally,
physically, spiritually, and in all
aspects of life. It is an opportunity to serve; to connect your
strength with another to support
healing and justice. Join the
HEART Team for Justice!
Please contact Swarupa
swarupat@awareak.org or
586-6623.
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Juneau Pathways Continued from Page 2...
I want to thank the Juneau Violence Prevention Coalition for
your work this past year and
your partnership into 2017.
Your support in guiding the vision and efforts of JVPC has
been a key element of our success. I also want to give a special thank you to the Steering
Committee for your partnershipShannon Dilley, Phil Campbell,
SueAnn Lindoff, Tina DeAsisWright, Jorden Nigro, Miriah
Twitchell, Kolene James, John
Bennett, and Britta Tonnessen,
Thank you! The JVPC Steering
Committee works to address the
root causes of violence and
move our community forward

around issues of equity and
inclusion.
We have been
working closely with First
Alaskans ANDORE project in
training community members
to host meaningful dialogues
and to complete resources for
agencies to better address
equity and inclusion within
their work places. We anticipate these resources will be
complete and available over
this next year. Additionally we
are excited to be launching
ongoing community based
conversations around equity
and intersectionality in the
new year and hope you will
join us and engage in these

important conversations.
If you are moved to learn more
about any of our efforts please
reach out and take the first step
in connecting with this amazing
group
of
dedicated
citizens. There is room at our table
and we would love your partnership and collaboration. "Never
doubt that a small group of
thoughtful, committed citizens
can change the world; indeed it's
the only thing that ever has." Margaret Mead
~Written by Ati Nasiah

Shelter Wish List
AWARE is in constant need of certain items listed below. Your donations help us cut our operating costs and
are tax deductible to the extent allowed by law. We appreciate your generosity.
Tampons
Travel size toothpaste
Cleaning supplies
Bus tokens
Trash bags
Forks, silverware
Copy Paper
Your time as a volunteer
New car seats (infant/child)
Office Supplies
Paper cups (hot and cold)
Forever stamps
Movie, swim, skate rink, & climbing passes
Self-inflating mattresses

Art Supplies
Toilet paper
Kitchen utensils
Tri-fold paper towels
Old (or new) cell phones
New pillows
New sweat suits/underwear

AWARE also has accounts at Alaska Dames & Mommy-&-Me consignment stores.
When you drop off clothing and put them under AWARE’s account, we are able to give women and
children vouchers to pick out items that they need.
Thank you so much for thinking of us, you are the greatest!
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Inspire. Mentor. Create a
Healthier Community!
AWARE is pleased to present
violence
prevention
programming in our
schools.
Two programs we host that
combine
running
games with learning
healthy lifestyle habits
are Boys Run I toowú
klatseen for boys in 3rd
-5th grade and Girls on
the Run for girls in 3rd-8th
grade. These 10-week, 20lesson programs provide a
safe space for kids to learn
about their emotions and
values, practice standing up to
bullies and resisting peer
pressure, and giving back to
the community. The programs
end with a 5k fun run to
celebrate their work throughout the program and teach
them that when they set a goal
and work toward it they can
accomplish anything.
This Spring, we’ll offer Boys
Run I toowú klatseen at four

Juneau

elementary schools:
Gastineau, Harborview, Montessori Borealis, and
Riverbend
Elementary Schools.
We’ll also have all
Juneau elementary and middle
schools
participating in Girls on
the Run.
The
middle schools will host Heart
& Sole, our girls running
program specifically for middle
school girls, that addresses the
whole girl –body, spirit, brain,
heart, and social.
We’ll have a big season this
Spring and we can’t do it without volunteers. We call our
volunteers “coaches.”
Each
school has a team of
3-5
coaches who lead the lessons.
You don’t need to be a runner
to be a coach!
We need
coaches who are positive role
models who love to inspire

children to be their best selves,
and who can commit to facilitate lessons 1-2 times per
week from February 13th to
May 6th. Coaches attend a full
-day coach training prior to
coaching which will prepare
you for the position.
If you’re interested in getting
involved,
please
contact
Natalie Watson at 586-4902
or at nataliew@awareak.org.
For more information about
Girls on the Run, to sign up as
a coach, or to register your girl,
visit GOTRGreaterAlaska.org.
Boys Run I toowú klatseen
student registration information
will come to the schools in late
January.
Please help us
spread the word and tell your
friends about this great
opportunity!

SAVE THE DATE!
AWARE’s 40th Anniversary DANCE PARTY
(with SuSu and the Prophets)!
When: Saturday, January 28th at 8pm
Where: Rockwell Ballroom
$40 admits TWO & includes:
Coppa’s NasTea Woman Ice Cream, B’s Bakery &
Bistro cupcakes, Chef Stef’s treats, and a no-host bar.
Tickets can be purchased at the JAHC (www.jahc.org)
or at Hearthside Books.
*Sponsored by: Alaskan Brewing Co., B’s Bakery & Bistro, Event!Alaska, Chef Stef’s,
Coppa, Rainforest Pediatric Crae, Marms & Meeks, & Rockwell.
All proceeds benefit AWARE.
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2017 Women of Distinction

SAVE THE DATE!
March 4, 2017
This year’s honorees are
(clockwise from top left):
Andrea Cesar, Kris Sell,
Sioux Douglas, and
Rena Sims.

Congratulations to:
Andrea Cesar, Youth & Family Advocate
Sioux Douglas, Woman Who Can’t Say No
Kris Sell, Community Policing Advocate
Rena Sims
******
The selfless endeavors of these women benefit our community daily.
Please join us in honoring them at AWARE’s 21st annual Women of Distinction Gala on
March 4, 2017 at Centennial Hall. Doors open at 5:30pm. Dinner is served at 7pm.
Funds raised from the dinner and silent auction support services provided to women and
children in Juneau and the rural communities we serve.
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Coaching Boys into Men
Head coaches of Juneau’s
JDHS and TMHS boys’ basketball teams, Robert Casperson
and John Blasco along with their
assistant coaches, in partnership with AWARE, are working
with student-athletes to Coach
Boys into Men. This season
coaches have led studentathletes in powerful discussions
on healthy masculinity and
healthy relationships. AWARE is
so proud of the work the student
-athletes are doing and would

like to invite you to join us in a
show of support!
On Saturday, February 8th come
out and cheer for JDHS Crimson
Bears when they play against
KAHI Kings in a Southeast
matchup! Game starts at 8pm.
Join the JDHS Crimson Bears
players and take the pledge to
never commit, condone, or remain silent about men’s violence
against women!

If you miss this game, there is
another opportunity to support
CBIM when the Thunder Mountain High School boys’ play
JDHS Crimson Bears on Saturday, March 4th: game starts at
8pm! Join both teams and take
the pledge to never commit,
condone, or remain silent about
men’s violence against women!

Be the Change Youth Conference
We are excited to announce our
second annual youth conference, Be the Change, on March
13th, 2017. This event is being
organized by teen leaders and
community sponsors. Be the
Change works to provide accurate information on issues currently affecting Juneau's youth,
while simultaneously providing
opportunities for leadership. We
believe that all teens in our community have the ability to be
leaders, and can change their

world to be a better place. Six
Juneau teens, through their
participation in the Lead On!
for Peace and Equality program, are helping the Juneau
Violence Prevention Coalition
organize this important event.
This conference is supported
by a variety of community and
youth organizations, including
Juneau Violence Prevention
Coalition,
Teen
Council,
Sources of Strength, the Zach
Gordon Youth Center, United

Way of Southeast Alaska, and
the Juneau Suicide Prevention
Coalition.
This conference is free and
open to all students currently
enrolled in high school, or
between the ages of 14-18. If
you have any questions, would
like to host a workshop, or would
like your student to participate,
contact Morgan Stonecipher at
morgans@awareak.org.

Teen Talk Tuesday
In collaboration
with the Zach
Gordon Youth
Center, we are
pleased to announce our new weekly Teen
Talk Tuesday program. Beginning January 17th, teens are
invited to join us in the Wellness
Center at Zach Gordon Youth
Center every Tuesday, from
6-7:30 pm, to learn about and

discuss things affecting their
lives. Organized by teens, for
teens, weekly workshops will
be facilitated by some of our
exceptional youth groupsTeen Council, Sources and
Strength, Lead On! for Peace
and Equality, and more! As
well as a providing a safe
space for teens to get accurate information, we will also
be eating delicious food,

playing games and having fun!
If you have questions regarding
Teen Talk Tuesday program,
lease contact Morgan Stonecipher at morgans@awareak.org

Pick.Click.Give 2017
Please think of AWARE when you sign up for you PFD this year. Last year you helped
AWARE raise over $25,000, funds which were used for helping women and children
fleeing sexual and domestic violence in Juneau and the nine Northern Southeast
communities we serve. We couldn’t have done it without YOU! Thank you.
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Juneau Choice & Accountability
Program Update
For the past 11 years, AWARE
has been providing an approved
batterer
intervention
program (BIP) in Juneau. The
Juneau Choice & Accountability Program (JCAP) has been
proud to offer intensive education services for men who
have abused power and control in their intimate partner
relationships. Over the years,
we have made changes to the
program based on community,
participant, and staff feedback,
as well as resource availability.
As major changes roll out within the context of our state’s criminal justice response, JCAP is
working through strategic planning efforts to ensure the continuation of quality services to participants. JCAP is taking a step
in a new direction that aligns
with Center for Disease Control
(CDC) Prevention Strategies to
end domestic violence and promote healthy relationships on
individual, community, and societal levels.
In order to streamline our services, reduce waitlist time,
and increase efficiency, we will
be discontinuing our tiered system; all JCAP participants will
receive 24 weeks of education
services (in accordance with
State regulations). This decision
is based on several factors.
There is no demonstrated connection between program length
and behavioral changes. There
is some evidence that suggests
behavior change is linked to
personal characteristics such
as “stake in conformity” or the
extent to which participants want
to be “successful” in the eyes of
the community (avoiding further
incarceration, providing for their
family, being respected as a
contributor). We emphasize that
making the CHOICE to participate in this program is a big step
along the road to safety for
women and children. We do not
believe that a shorter program
DOVE
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would reduce men’s opportunity for change, but rather

will encourage more men to
participate, and to recognize
the benefits of significant
behavior changes. Shorter
program length allows men
the opportunity to complete
their requirements within the
timeframe of their probation.
Also, JCAP staff recognizes
that
program
fees
are
a significant financial burden
on participants and their families, many of whom are
already
struggling
with
poverty
and
diminished
access to services. Reducing
the length of the program will
also reduce the overall
program fees that men are
required to pay in order to
participate in program.
One
of
our
goals
with this shift is to improve
our response to a higher volume of referrals by reducing
the wait time between first
contact and first class. In
order
to
achieve
this
goal, men referred to JCAP
will attend an Informational
Meeting, where they will be
provided a description of
our program and contracts. In
order to qualify for the program, men must attend an
individual interview where
they will be asked to identify
the
pattern
of
abusive behaviors that they wish
to be accountable for. Men at

Work is based on a community
accountability model developed
by Men Stopping Violence
(MSV) in Georgia. This curriculum is evidence informed
and theory driven. JCAP is
adopting the MSV model and
will retain all of the bestpractice thematic elements
currently
approved
by
the State of Alaska. Our 24week course is divided into
three units, each with a different focus, including defining
the types of male violence
against women, the impact of
men’s violence against women, and defining healthy masculinity. These themes are disseminated into twelve
lessons, requiring one or more
class periods of instruction for
each lesson. The lessons will
include some or all of the following components:










Community- building, which
help men in the class foster
a sense of community
Knowledge - sharing, during which the instructors will
present information on the
lesson’s topic
Self-reflection, which is an
opportunity for men to process and personalize the
information that they have
just heard.
Accountability, which allows
men to give feedback to
each other in respectful
ways. Men will also be encouraged to communicate
with each other away from
the class.
Assignments, assigned
readings or tasks men do
away from class.

This new program
started January
2017! All men are
welcome to
participate.
If you are
interested in
getting involved or
would like to learn
more about the
program please
contact AWARE’s
Men & Boys
Programming
Manager,
Emma-Lily Larsen
at 523-4942, or at
lilyl@awareak.org.

AWARE, Inc.
P.O. Box 20809
Juneau, AK 99802

AWARE would like to conserve resources & email our
newsletter to you. Please send your email address to
mandij@awareak.org. Thanks very much!
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